The method and equipment of testing continuously rolled insulation materials is pre-
sented in this paper.
Testing of blanket and molded products is also facilitated. Materials are installed around a cylindrical copper sleeve using a wrapping machine. The sleeve is slid onto the vertical cold mass of the cryostat. The gap between the cold mass and the sleeve measures less than 1 mm. The cryostat apparatus is a liquid nitrogen boiloff calorimeter system that enables direct measurement of the apparent thermal conductivity (k-value) of the insulation system at any vacuum level between 5x 10 -5 and 760 torr. Sensors are placed between layers of the insulation to provide complete temperature-thickness profiles. (MLI) is the extremecarethat mustbe exercisedin the fabricationandinstallation of such highly anisotropictest articles. As emphasized by De Haan 4,inconsistencyin MLI wrapping techniquesis the dominantsourceof error andposesa basicproblem in the comparisonof suchinsulatingmaterials, impropertreatmentof theendsor seams, for example,can rendera measurement that is severaltimes worsethan predicted. Localized compression effects, sensorinstallation, and outgassingare further complications. To eliminate the seamandminimize theseother problems,a sleevemethodof fabricatingandtestinginsulation hasbeendeveloped.The improvedmethodandcorresponding equipmentfor testing continuouslyrolled materialsarethe subjectof this paper.
DESCRIPTION

OF TEST EQUIPMENT
The cryostat apparatus, shown in Figure  1 , is a sleeved liquid nitrogen boiloff calorimeter that enables direct measurement of the apparent thermal conductivity (k-value) of Figure 5 give a summary of the key system parameters for a typical test (including cold soak, replenish boiloff, and steady-state boiloff) of an evacuated insulation system. 6 
SLEEVE
GAP EFFECTS
A series of boiloff tests with only the sleeve installed was performed to understand the effects of the gap between the sleeve and cold mass on the thermal stability of the system.
The temperature profiles in Figure 6 (a) clearly show the transition from radiation to gasconduction-dominated heat transfer. Observations showed another transition to convection-dominated heat transfer at about 40 torr. Apparent thermal conductivity values for the gap and the vacuum space are given in Figure 6 (b 
